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Strong interface coupling at the interface between ferromagnetic (FM) and antiferromagnetic (AFM) can cause 

anomalous spin configuration leading to unexpected magnetic properties. In terms of film structure, nanomixtured 

multi-phase film consisting of nanograins of magnetic heterophases may show advantages when compared with 

conventional bi- or multi-layer films. In other words, when FM and AFM phases are mixed to form 

nanocomposite structure with grain boundaries distributed randomly in the film, the interface density increases 

significantly compared with the flat interfaces between layers in the bi- or multi-layer structure film and the 

interface property can be regarded as the representative property of the nanocomposite structure.

In the present study, we fabricated two-phase nanomixture film with various relative ratios of FM and AFM 

phases by reactive sputtering. Coexistence of nano-crystalline FM and AFM phases in the film was confirmed 

by XRD and TEM characterizations. We report interesting results that are thought to be from the internal interface 

structures of film through magnetic property measurement. The shape anisotropy is reduced as the degree of 

oxidation in the nanomixture film increases. When the degree of oxidation in the film is approximately 50%, the 

shape anisotropy of the FM film is almost suppressed and exchange bias effect can be set in both in-plane and 

out-of-plane directions. In addition to magnetic properties measured by M-H loops, magnetic domain structures 

of the patterned film were directly observed using a soft x-ray full-field microscope (XM) in Lawrence Berkeley 

National Laboratory (LBNL). Magnetic domains in the nanomixture film showed multi-domain structure unlike 

the Landau patterns in the pure metal films. We further confirmed distinctly different trend of domain structure 

changes depending on degree of oxidation of films through statistical analyses using 40 patterns.

Fig. 1. Hysteresis loops of metal and metal-oxide mixture 

films measured along in-plane and out-of-plane directions.
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Fig. 2. Fraction of Landau domain formation 

in the array of squre patterns of various sizes and degree of oxidations.

To sum up, in the AFM and FM phase nanomixture film, nano-grains are mixed and entangled that 

enormously high density of grain boundary forms to effectively block the dipole interactions between FM grains. 

Therefore, shape anisotropy is ignorably small and exchange bias effect can be set in random direction with regard 

to the film geometry due to the randomly oriented internal interfaces. 




